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In this paper we study the problems associated with distributive justice in an abstract framework 
origina.lly conceived for the analysis of social chcice and bargaining problems. Induced social chcice 
correspondences are derived by considering alternatives which are invariant under permutations 
of the status-quo point. We study in particular the fairness correspondence and a generalized 
Walrasian bargainig solution and establish links between the two concepts. The analysis in this 
paper can proceed far beyond where aur paper ends. · 
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1. Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to study same problems and concepts of distributi_ve justice in a 
framework of analysis oryginally conceived for the theory of social chcice and bargaining. Distribu
tive justice has traditionally been studied in the context of an exchange economy with or without 
production. The preferenc~s of_ the agenta have usua.lly been defined on their consumptions bundles. 
In this paper we attempt to relea.se this theory from it narrows confines, and explore possibilities in 
an abstract setting. However, to make meaninglul statements same restrictions have to be imposed. 
Thus we assume that the state space is identically decomposable and the feasible set is symmetric 
(concepts to be explained later) . 

What is the benefit that arises out of such an analysis? To answer this question, we must first accept 
that the theory of distritmtive justice is concerned with equity criteria. Thus, aur analysis helps 
us to study problems of equity and efliciency in abstract choice theoretic settings. The problem 
of social chcice is mare pervasive than the problem of &llocating consumables amongst a finite 
number of agents. So, by our approach we are able to study equity and efliciency problems in more 
fundamental situations. 

The point of view adopted in this paper is that the rule by which society actually chooses one 
or more alternative is a bargaining problem, determined by institutional characteristics. Whether 
such solutions are "just" or "not" is answered by inspecting induced social choice rules and their 
distributional implications. This paper owes its origin to a study by Thomson (1983), of similar 
problems in the context of a pure exchange economy. 
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2. Framework 
In thia section we develop a generał framework for the analysis of bargaining problems. The frame
work we propose ia asyntbmis of the one developed by Nash (1950) and the one developed by Yaari 
(1981), the latter being a rontext in which proble1118 of distributive justice can be analyzed. The 
analytical framework of thia paper, a1ao draws heavily on Lahiri (1991). 

To capture the esaentials of a bargainint; problema, we start with a nonempty set X and a list of n 
real-valued functions UJ, u2 , .•. , u.., defined on X i.e. u, : X .... R for all i E { 1, . .. , n}. Tlie set X 
is the universe of disc:ourse and its element& are entities among which society could conceivably 
be called upon to exercise a choice. Elements of X will be called alternatives and the set X of 
all conceivable alternatives will be referred to as the choice space. The functions u1 , u,, ... , Un are 
utility functions, which represent the· preferences over the choice space of the individuals who make 
up the society 1111der con.sideration. In other words, "society" oonsists of n individuals who are 
idntified by the utility functions UJ, u,, ... , u.. all of which are functions assigning real numbers to 
elements of the choice space. 

The choice space X consists of all conaivable altematives that might arise as options in any hy
pothetical aituation. However, every specific choice situation is characterized by a subset of X , 
consiating of thoee alternatives that are feasible in that particular choice situation, taking into ac
count all the extraneous factora. This gives rise to the notion of the set of feasible alternatives ( or 
feasible set, for short). for which the symbol F will be used . We shall ,rgree to call an n-tupie of 
utility functions (u,)~=J• an utility profile for the society, where for each i E {l , ... , n}, u, : X i-+ R 
ia a real valued function defined on X . 

A social choice problem is an ordered pair S = ((u,}?=J ,F) where (u,)~=J is an utility profile and 
F ~ X ia a feaaible set of alternatives. 

Let zo E X be an alternaaive which we shall refer to as the status-quo point. The underlying 
interpret•tion of a st&tWHplO point ia that i( the ag<:nts agręe on an alternative in the feasible set 
then they oelect this alternative; in the abaence of a.n agreement they rema.in at z 0 . 

A bargaining problem is an ordered pair (S.zo) where S = ((u,)~=J •F) is a social choice problem 
at zo ex. 

A aignifica.nt &Slumption tbt pervades a major portion of bargaining theory is that given a bar
gaining problem (S, zo) where S = ((u;):=J , F) , zo E F . The meaning of this assumption is that 
the status-quo point is itself a feaaible alternative. 

Lei E denote a claao of bargaining problems. A solution (or a choice correspondence (CC)) defined 
on E is a function that assoaatea with every problem in E , a nonempty suhset of feasible alternatives 
for that problem; theae alternatives are interpreted as the set of p088ible compromises reached by the 
agenta (or recommended to them, in the event of an impartial arbitrator being in charge of deciding 
on the outcomes) . The set of values taken by the solution, when applied to a particular problem, 
ia the solution outcome of the problem. Thus, formally, a solution on E is a nonempty valued 
correspondence G : !: >-+ X auch that for all (S,z0 ) EE, G[(S,z0 )] ~ F . 

The intuitive interpretatio.n of the solution G is that of a ,;nodel of some firat stage of negotiations 
in which a aubaet of the feaaible set is identified, from amongst which the finał outcome will eventually 
be selected, through a process left unapecified. 

A solution G : E >-+ X is aa.id to be Pareto eflicient if :,; E G [(S, z 0)] implies, there does not exist 
anyz' E Fsuch that u;(z')~ u;(z) \/i= l, ... ,na.nd u;(z') >u;(z)forsomej E {l, ... , n} where 
S = ((u;)~=l , F) . The reąuirernent of Pareto elliciency for a solution concept is standard in welfare 
econornica. Tbis principle enjoya wide acceptance, the ma.in reason for which is that a failure to do 
so would lead to the untenable position that a aolution may have to be enforced , aga.inst the will of 
!Il individuals. 
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The main oolutions· to bargaining problems that have been investigated are the Nash (1950) oolution, 
the Kalai-Smorodinsky (1975) oolution, the Egalitarian solution of Kalai (1977), to 1.11ention a few . 
Our purpoee in this paper is to analyse the goals of distributive justice in the eontext of bargaining 
problems. Distrihutive jllBtice implies p088ible redistribution of reoouraa among the agents if nec
essary. Nothing that has been said about the framework of bargaining problems discusaed above, 
allows for the p088ibility of an analytical representation of redistributiOll. Our objective is to get as 
much mileage out of the above set up. Unless we make specific assumptions about the choice space 
X, we shall not be able to proceed with our analysis. 

Let us say that the choice space X is decomposable if 3 aets Y1 , • • . , Yn 111ch that X = Il?=, Y; i.e. 
X is the Cartesian product of n-spaces. Each Y; is interpreted to eontam all the eonceivable peroon
alized outcomes relevant to t~e ,~A agent. We say that the choice space X is identically decomposable 
if 3 a set Y such that X = yn i.e. X is the n-fold Cartesian produd, of Y. Identical deeompos
ability, allows for eomparability of the peroonalized outcomes of the diSerent agents. However, we 
stili have not been able to adequately capture the notion of redistribllUOns reąuired to guarantee 
distributive justice. How do we ensure that a redistribution of a feasiblle outeome is itaelf feasible? 

Let nn be the cl888 of all permutations of order n. A feasible set F !;;; X is said to be symmetric if 
1'7r E nn, ,r(F) = F; i.e. a rearrangement of the peroonali.zed outeomea of a feasible alternative is 
once again a feasible alternative. 

We obali 888Ume unless otherwi.se mentioned that, X is identically dea11111posable and V(S, zo) E E 
where S =((U;)?=,, F), Fis a symmetric feasible set in X. 

Let P : E,.... X be the Pareto eorreepondence i.e. z E P((S,zo)] ~ there does not exist any 
.,, EF such that U;(z') ~ U;(z) Vi = 1, . . . ,n and u;(z') > u;(zffor eomej E {1, . .. ,n}, where 
S =((U;)?=,, F). 

Let (S, zo) be a bargaining problem with S = ((U;)?=i, F). Let „ E F. Agent i is said to regret 
.!: E ttn at „ if U; (,r(z)) > U;(z). The eoncept of regret generalizes (in many ways) the eoncept of 
envy in exchange economies, due to Foley (1967) and Varian (1974). Fifa, we allow for externalities. 
Seeond we allow for arbitrary permutations, not merely a switch between two agents. 

Let Q : r: ,.... X be the regret-free eorreepondence i.e . ., E Q[(S,z0)] <:> Vi E {1, ... ,n}, 
V,r E nn, U;(z) ~ u; ,(,r(t)). 

Denote P [(S, zo)] n Q [(S, zo)] = PQ [(S, zo)] V (S, zo) E E. PQ : E ,.... X will be called the fairness 
eorreepondence. 

Our first preliminary result is as follows : 

Propoaition 1 //., E P [(S, zo)], tAea V,r E nn, 3 an agent i (pouihlr depe„,liag on :r: a1&d ,r J „eh 
that i ,loe• not regret ,r at z. · 

Proof Suppose towards a eontradiction that there exist no such agent fir ,rat z. Hence U; (,r(z)) > 
U;(:r:) Vi E {1, ... , n}. Since Fis symmetric, ,r(z) EF and thus eontridcts that z E P((S, :r:0)] . 

Q.E.D. 

We can further strengthen Propoaition 1 to obtain the appropriate generalization of a well-lmown re
suit if we allow for selfish preference. Asaume for the salce of the next two propositions that 
Vi E {1, . .. ,n}, V:r:; E Y, U;.(:r:,,:r:_j) = ui(:r:;,11-,), where :r;_, E yn-l, ._,, E yn-l, 

z_, = (z1,z2, . .. ,z,-1,z1+1, . .. ,zn), 

li-i = (111,112, ... 'l/i-1, fli+i, . .. '11n) , 
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Proposition 2 (Varian (1974), Thomaon and Varian (1985)) lf :r: E P((S,:r:o)] and prefer
ence• are •elfiah (aa defined abo•e), then there u •ome agent who doea not n,gret any permutation 
at :r: . 

Proof. Suppoee towards a contradiction (and without 1088 of generality) that the agent l regreta .
at :r:. Clearly there exista some other agent (say agent 2) whoee personalized outcome gives, agent l 
higher utility that his own. Now suppoee agent 2 regreta .-' at z . Thus, by the same argument , 
there exists some other agent (say agent 3) whoee personalized outcome gives agent 2 higher utility 
that his own. Since the total number of agenta is finite at some stage say stage .I: there musi form a 
cycle. Consider the pennutation 'i 

Clearly, u, ('i(:r:)) > u,(:r:), i= l, ... , .I: 

u; ('i(:r:)) = u,(:r:), i= .I:+ l, .. . , n . 

This contradicta that :r: E P[(S,.ro)]. 
Q.E.D. 

A related proposition under the same 888Ulllptions has a similar proof to the above. 

Propoeition 3 (Varian (1974), Tho~n and Varian (1985)) // :r: E P [(S, :r:o)] and prefer
encu are ••lfiah, then tlłere ui.su ,ome agent 

iE{l, . . . ,n} .-t(:r:)=:r:; =>ut(z) 2:ut(r(z))V.1:E{l, ... ,n} wlłere 

r(z) = (r,(z) , . . . , ri(z), . . . , rn(z)) . 

Thus at any Pareto eflicient allocation there is a natura! way to say which agenta are "beat-off" ( see 
Proposition 2) and which agenta are "worst-off" (see Proposition 3) . Before we end this section, !et 
us make the following observation : A bargaining solution G : E ...., X, is called a social choice corre-
spondence if G [(S, :r:o)] is independent of :r:o V(S,:r:o) EE. Under such circumstances we can denote 
G [(S, zo)] by G(S] . lt is instructive to note that P, Q and PQ are social choice correspondences. 

3. Acceptable Outcomes and Permutation Invariance 

Distributive justice is ultimately a problem in social choice. It may in the process ofita implernenta
tion , entail redistributions of the initial endowrnenta of the agenta. This would imply a permutation 
of the status-quo point - a definite change frorn what prevailed before the redistribution. In our 
framework, and in most (non-authoritarian) econornic situations, solutions are defined for bargain
ing problerns. We naturally have to organize a marriage of dist. 'butive justice and solutions to 
bargaining problems, consistent with our framework , if we desire to proceed with our analysis. First 
we propose a few basie acceptability definitions. 

Definition 1 Given a ,ocial choice problem S = ((u,)~;I , F) , and a solution G : E...., X we say 
that a pair (:r: , ;ro) EF x F is a weakly G-acceptable configaration for S if 

(a) ;r E G[(S, zo)] 

(b) V.- E rrn, Vi, 3;r' E G [(S, .-(:r:o))] s.t. u,(z) 2: u;(z') . 

Definition 2 Given a social choict problem S = ((u,)~;-, , F), and a solution G : E...., X we say 
that a pair (:r: , ;ro) EF x F is a semi-stricily G- acceptable configuration for S if 
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(a) "E G [(S, "o)] 

(b) 'hr E II",3z' E G[(S,.-(zo))] s.t. u,(,:)~ u;(,:')'v'i. 

It is instructive to note that if G is Pareto eflicient a.nd (,:, ,:o) is a semi-strictly G acceptable 
configuration then (,:, .-(,:o)) is alao a semi-strictly G acceptable configuration 'v',r E II". 

Definition 3 Given a social choice problem S = ((u,):=I, F), and a solution G: E,... X we say 
that a pair (z, ,:0) is a atrictly G-acceptable conjiguration for S if 

(a) z E G [(S, "o)] 

(b) 'v'.-E II",'v'z' E G[(S,,r(zo))], u;(,:)~ u,(,:') 'v'i. 

From these three definitions we ca.n derive in a natura! way three crit.eria of acceptability of outcomes. 

Definition 4 Given a aocial choice problem S = ((u,t= ,, F), and a aolution G: E,... X , we say 
thai 

(a) z is a weakly G-acceptable outcome for S if 3zo EF such that (,:, ,:o) is a weakly G-acceptable 
configuration for S. 

(b) z is a .emi-strictly G-acceptable outcome for S, if 3"o EF such that (z, zo) is a semi-slrictly 
G-acceptable configuration for S. 

( c) ,: is a strictly G - acceptable oulcome for S, if 3zo E F such that (z, zo) is a strictly G-acceplable 
conjiguration for S. 

Definition 4 alongwith a Pareto efliciency criteria imposed on G, paves the way for the concept of 
permutation invariant outcomes. These are outcomes which belong to the solution inspite of the 
permutations in the status-ąuo outcomes. Before we show how this occurs Jet us formalize the above 
concept in the following definition. 

Definition 5 Given a ,ocial choice problem S and a solution G : E ,__. X. we say that : 

(a) ,: is a permutation invariant outcome with respect to G for S if there ezist zo E F such thai 
'v',r E fin, z E G [(S, ,r(,:o))] 

(b) z is a strictly permutation invariant outcome with respect to G for S, if 3,:o E F such thai 
'v',r E II", G [(S, .-(,:o))]= {z' EF j 'v'i, u;(z') = u,(z)}. 

We are now in a position to assert the following propositions. 

Proposition 4 Let S be a social choice problem, G: E,... X be a aolution such thai G(.) <;;; P(.), 
and the following property (P) is satisjied by G : 
Property (P). For every aocial choice problem S = ((u,):=, , F), 'v',:, z' E F, z E G [( S, ,:0 )] for some 

(S, zo) EE and u,(z) = u,(z') 'v'i implies z' E G [(S, z8)) . 

(a) ff z is a semi-strictly G-acceptable ovtcome for S then ,: is a permutat,on invariant outcome 
with respect to G for S 

(b) ff z is a strictly G-acceptable outcome for S, then ,: is a strictly permutation invariant outcome 
with respect to G for S. 

Proof. (a) Suppose X is a semi_-strictly G-acceptable outcome for S = ((u,)~=l, F). Therefore 
there exists "o E F, such that (S, zo) E E, z E G [(S, ,:o)] and 'v',r E Il", 3,:' E G [(S, ,r(zo))] 
u,(z) ~ u,{z')Vi. · 
Since G(.) <;;; P(.) by hypothesis, we have u1 (z) = u1(z'), 'v'i. By property (P) applied to (S, ,r(x0 )) , 

we get z E G [(S, .-(zo))]. 

Hen ce z is a permutation invaria.nt outcome with respect to G for S. 
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(b) Suppoee z is a strictly G-acceptable outcome for S = ((u,)7= 1 , F). Therefore there exists 
zo E F, such that (S, z0) EE, z E G [(S, zo)] and 'Ir E II", Vz' E G [(S, r(ro))J, u;(r) ~ u;(r') Vi. 

Since G(.) !;; P(.) by hypothesis, we have u;(r) = u;(r') 'li. 

• r' E G [(S, r(ro))] => u;(r') = u;(r) Vi 

• G [(S, r(ro))] !;; {r' EF I u;(r') = u;(r) Vi}. 

Conver,,ely, suppoee Jl E {z' EF I u;(r') = u;(r) Vi}. By property (P), Jl E G [(S, r(ro))] . 
Let ua oow show that r E G [(S, r(ro))] Vr E Il". 

Let r' E G [(S, r(ro))]. Interchaoging the role of r and r' in the statemeot of property (P) and 
applying strict G-acceptability of r for G at S we get since G(.) ~ P( . ), 

I. u;(r) = u;(r') Vi 

2. r E G [(S, r(ro))] 

• G{(S, r(zo))] VrEII". 

Now applyiog property (P) to Jl and r ooce again at (S, r(ro)), we get since u;(y) = u;(r) Vi, that 
y E G [(S, r(ro))] 

• {r' E FI u;(r) = u;(r) Vi} ~ G [(S, r(ro))] 

• {r' E FI u;(r') = u;(r) Vi} = G [(S, r(ro))] 

• r is strictly permutatioo iovariant with respect to G at S. 
Q.E.D. 

An ioterestiog discuasioo of the above coocepts in relatioo to a pure exchaoge ecooomy is available 
in Thomson (1983). 

A resuJt of generał ioterest is the following : 

Lemma 1 ff G : E >-+ X and G' : E ,_. X are two •olutions ••eh that G [(S, ro)] ~ G' [(S, rol, 
EE and if r E G[(S,r)] for •om< (S,r) EE implies th.t 'Ir E Il", r E G[(S,r(z))], then 
z E G' [(S,r)]. 

Pn>of. 

rEg[(S,r)] ~ VrEII",rEG[(S,r(r))] 

=> VrEII",rEG'{(S,r(r))] 

=> rEG'[(S,z)]. 

Q.E.D. 

I t should be ooted that und er the conditiona of the above lemm; we have the strooger result that 
z E G' [(S, r(z))] Vr E II". 

Let / : E >-+ X defined by I[(S,rolJ=.{r EF I u;(r) ~ u;(ro) Vi} denote the iodividually rational 
bargaining solutioo, where S=.((u;):= 1 ,F). 

Proposition:. Gi••• • •ocial choi« pn,bltm S=.((u,):=,,F), the ••t {r EF Ir E J[(S,r)] ~ 
z E I [(S, r(r))] Vr E Il"} = Q[S]. (Re/er to the definition of a •ocial choice corre•pondence given 
<ar/itr). 
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Proof. Let y E {r EF I :z: EI [(S, :z:)]~ :z: EI [(S, ,r(:z:))] 'fr E nn} 
• y E I [(S, ,r(u))] \l,r E nn 

• u,(y) ~ u; (,r(y))\1.- E nn 
• yEQ[S]. 

Converaely supp06e y E Q[S] 
• u,(11) ~ u;(,r(y)) \l,r E nn 
• !IE I [(S, ,r(y))] \11C E rrn . 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 5 can be strengthened further. Let IP : I; >-+ X defined by I [(S, :z:o)] n P [(S, :z:o)] 
\I( S, :z:0 ) E I; denote the individually rational Pareoo-,,flicient bargaining solution. 

Proposition 6 Given a social choice problem S=.((u,)r=1 , F), the aet {:z: EF I :z: E JP[(S, :z:o)] ~ 
:z: E IP[(S, :z:o)]\1.-e rrn} =PQ[S]. 

Proof. Simila.r to the proof of Proposition 5. 
Q.E.D. 

Let I' be the class of all social choice problerns S = ((u,)r=l• F). For the purpose of our subsequent 
analysis we will assume that as before, X _is identically decomposable. 

A social choice correspondence can also be defined as a nonempty valued correspondence H : I' >-+ X 
sucb that for all S=.((u,)r=l• F), H(S) ~ F. Our above analysis, reveals that by using the concepts 
of acceptability and permutation invariance we -can obtain from a bargaining solution, an induced 
social choice correspondence whicb displaye desirable properties. One of these desirable properties 
i.e. a . status-quo alternative should itself be a candidate for a solution helped us in cbaracterizing 
the fair social cboice correspondence. 

4. A Generalization of the Walrasian bargaining Solution 
and an Induced Social Choice Correspondence 

The Walrasian correspondence of generał competitive analysis can be suitably generalized. We 
provide one sucb generalization, consistent with our framework . We assume as before, that X is 
identically decomposable i.e. X = yn where Y is some set . 

Definition 6 Let W : I;>-+ X be defined as foliowa : \l(S, :z:0 ) E I;, 

W [(S,:z:o)] = {r EF j 3u : Y 1--+ R •uch that for all i, u(:z:;) $ u(:z:o;) and u(x:) $ u(:z:o,) implies 
u,(:z:,,x_,) ~ u;(r:,r_,)} , 
Thcn W i• cal/ed the generalized Walrasian bargaining solution. Associated with each :z: E W [(S, :i:0)], 

is a Junction u : Y >-+ R, as can be observed from Definition 5. The u associated with [x, (S, :z: 0)] 

will be called an indicator for [:z:, (S, :z:o)]. 

It should be noted that, unlike generał competitive analysis, there is nothing in our definition of 
a generalized Walrasian bargaining solution, which can easily be adjusted to imply W(.) ~ P( .). 
However, we may associate with W the followiug induced social choi ce correspondence W : 

W : I',_. X is defined as foliowe: W(S) = {:z: EF j 3:z:9 EF and u : Y ,_. R such that x EW [(S, ro)] 
u(xo.)- u(xo;) \li , j where u is the indicator function for [:z: , (S, :z: 0)1} . 
W is the appropriate generalization of the Walrasian correspondence from equal incomes. 

The following proposition establishes a desirable link : 
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Proposition 7 Suppo•• pre/erencea are ••/fial. Then W c;; ij. 

Proof Let :r E W[S], u : Y .... R be the aseociated indicator function, and :ro the associated 
statu~uo point, 

• u(:ro;) = u(:ro;) Vi,j. 

Let .- E II" , and auppoee .-;(:r) = :r; 
• u(:r;) :5 u(:ro;) 

• u(:r;) :5 u(:ro;) = u(:ro;) 

But„ E W(S) ~ t1;(:r;) ~ t1;{:r;) 

• u;(:r) ~ U; (.-(:r)) 

• ., E ij[S]. 
Q.E.D. 

Let WP= W n P i.e. Pareto efficient allocations belonging to W. Then we can prove the following 
prop011ition, which atrengthena Propaiition 7. 

Proposition 8 Suppo•• pre/ere,ace, are aelfi,li.. The,a WP c;; ~

Proof Analogoua to the above proof. 

Propoeition 8 comes very cl06e to a standard result in the the01y of juatice, which says that Walraaian 
alloc:ationa from equal incomea are fair . For reasona mentioned earlier we need to imp06e Pareto 
efficiency on the generaliaed Walrasiail aocial choice correspondence from equal indicator valuea to 
arrive at the deaired reault. • 

As a finał reault we obtain an interesting characterisation of W, which parallels an equivalent result 
of Thomaon (1983), for pure exchange economiea. ' 

Proposition 9 Gi11e,a ""' •oci•l cli.oiu pro.iem S E I' , W[S] = {:r EF I„ EW [(S, :r)] {c} 

:r E W[(S,r(z))) V.- E II"} . 

Proof Let :r E W[(S,:r)) ~ z 6-W[(S, r(:r))]Vr E II" . 

Let .- be auch that .-;(:r) = :r; . Let" be the indicator aaeociated with [:r, (S, .-(:r))] . 

• u(:r;) :5 u(r;(:r)) = u(z;) 

Now cho08ing .-' to be auch that "J(:r) = :r;, we get, 

u(:r;) :5 u(:r;) 

• u(:r;) = u(z;) Vi,j 

• :reW[S]. 

Converaely, !et z E W[S], :ro be the statll&'-1juo point and u be the ..-x:iated indicator function, 

• u(:ro;) = u ( .-;(:ro)) V.- E II" 
Alao, t1;(:r1) :5 t1;(:r) V:r' = (:r:, :r_;) auch that u(:r:) :5 u(zo;) 

. ~ t1;(:r') :5 t1;{:r) Vz' = (:r:, .,_,) such that u(:r:) :5 u (r,(:r0)) 

• z E W [(S, :r)) ~ :r EW [(S, .-(.,))) V,r E II" . 

This provea the propa,ition. 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper atteropts at a generalization to an abstract setting, the results obtained by Thomson 
(1983) . The variOWI concepte introduced in this paper, which were earlier etudied in the context of a 
pure exchange economy, are ehown to be valid under very generał conditions. This is one significant 
contribution of thie paper. 

Bargaining theory and eocial choice theory can in their right be developed in an abetract framework . 
Thie paper shows that a considerable _portion of the theory of distributive juetice can aleo be analyzed 
in a eimilar abstract framework. In fact the analyeis, based on identically decompoeable choice epaces 
and symmetric feasible set& can go far beyolid where our paper ende. 
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